With construction to begin in 2007, the
CCAC will become a model Inter-Urban
Development
(IUD);
sustainable,
defensible, and survivable.
With an
intermixture of advanced technologies
and a top-down Green System of
Systems (GSOS) approach, the overlying
template is one of internal balance within
the lived environment, harmoniously
renewing itself from above and below.
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The Petroleum Consolidation Processors

JOHNKO SYSTEMS UNLIMITED
(PCP’s), slowly extracting the rich
reserves beneath the site, will sustain the
Community’s need for Petro-Chemically
Originating Kevlates (PCOK’s), the base
compound for JohnKo’s revolutionary new
superplastic, JP-424. And the JohnTek
Bio-closure Skin (JTBS) which encloses
the entire complex, will gather solar
emissions for fuel, while protecting the
Community from harmful alien influences.
Imagine the need for new tools and
creative materials satisfied locally under a
sky of our own control…
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Mankind has long attempted to create a
perfect society. Here at JohnKo, we
intend to succeed. The Critical Control
Agrarian Community (CCAC) will be a
Fully Enclosed, Ecologically Friendly,
Sustainable
Environment
(FEEFSE),
drawing its resources solely from the 17
acres upon which it sits.
The plan also calls for numerous areas of
the site, currently under the influence of
concrete, to be re-agrigated, and
incorporated into a Graze-Grow-Frolic

goal of simple survival.
The Spaciously Appointed Grounds
(SAG’s) will include facilities dedicated to
such important areas as Creativity
Expansion, Internal Media, Knowledge
Collation and Implementation, Personal
and Community Health, and a deluxe 200
person
WhirlyTub
by
JohnKo’s
JohnPoolz Division.

Network (GGFN), where the residents can
raise their own fruits, vegetables, and
livestock. This purely organic domain is
intended to act as a test bed for future
large-scale endeavors on Earth and
beyond.

The twenty-year cycle proposed will
consist of a complete hermetic sealing
with 250 selected individuals chosen in
accordance with their specific skills and
personalities.
The Non Hierarchical
Community Construct (NHCC) is intended
to catalyze Citizens through the common

•Are you ready to embark on a Brave
New Experiment (BNE) with us?
•Do you have what it takes to become a
Critical Control Activant (CCA), working
within the NHCC to harvest the riches of
the GGFN beneath the green JTBS?
•Are you willing to sacrifice two decades
to help set the stage for the success of
future FEEFSE’s?
If your answer is an exuberant
“Absolutely!!” then check out our
application process at:
www.johnko.biz
The selection process begins today.
Perhaps you will be one of the
Ecologically Elite Korps (EEK). CCAC
awaits…

